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Abstract: Recent developments on mobile location information
have driven efforts to mine user patterns of interest. Even start-up
companies survey user interests to enrich their business. All
medium and large organizations are paying attention to collect
and store location data. With the support of unlimited computing
power and memory of mobile phones we can apply proficient Deep
Learning algorithms to determine an optimal solution for user
interests. In this article, we aim to complete an overall survey on
evolution of Location Based Services and the improvements in
recent trends. We have categorized the evolution period in to three
divisions covering from the year 2000 to till date.
Keywords : challenges, location based services, recent trends,
user preferences.

I. INTRODUCTION

The tremendous growth in number of Smartphone users
worldwide has crossed three billion and is expected to further
increase by several hundred million in the next few years [1].
The changing behavior clearly denotes that consumers are
now considering Smartphone’s a necessary expense rather
than a discretionary one. Mobile phone has become more than
just a communication tool, it’s now an entertainment device,
computer and camera all rolled into one.
Smartphone penetration and low data cost have increased
digital access among users. The increasing usage of
Smartphone also pays way to the exponential growth of
mobile applications. According to a recent survey, location
based mobile apps are widely accessed more in number
among users. Popular location based service applications are
device tracking app, navigation, social media, marketing,
emergency, sports, targeted advertisements, entertainment,
games and augmented reality. Many more applications are up
trending the market. Few collections were shown in Fig. 1.
Geofencing,
geotagging,
and
location-based
advertisements have all risen up to next level of advancement.
More number of mobile applications is trending with LBS
data. Apart from entertainment and games it assists the user to
find valuable information from the hidden data. For example,
if the user plans to open a new book store at a prime location
in the city. The application can provide vital information such
as, percentage of book readers at the destined location,
existing number of book stores in the intended location and

even the type of books preferred by the readers. This analysis
helps the new business makers to make critical decision. The
prominent usage of location data finds more interesting and
expensive information. These strategies were also focused by
retailers, restaurants and marketing initiatives to improve
their business.
This provides an opportunity to government and corporate
sectors to establish and improve their application in a better
way. This also provides a path to various researchers to work
on improving the algorithms and analysis report of a system
vividly. Along with the location information we also
concentrated in personalizing the content for different users.
In lieu of generating the same result, the user will obtain their
favorite results.
This paper periodically reviews the techniques applied to
Location services at different stages to improve the
performance. We aim to project the content from the year
2000 to till date. Classification is based on method of
approach, pitfalls in existing, corrective measures etc.
II. LOCATION BASED SERVICES (LBS)
(2000 - 2005)
The improvements in sensor and wireless communication
technology have paved way to development of Location
Based Services. This time period plays a major role in the
mobile transformation from simple talk based services to
incorporate multimedia features like sending pictures, audio,
animation, flash messages and video file. Public Wi-Fi
networks began to provide location-based information and
services to intended users. LBS have started hitting the market
during this period. Initially, the primary objective of LBS is to
provide travel related services to tourists [10], “Buddy
Services” that informs friends when they are physically close
to each other [11]. Later it enters into business, marketing,
entertainment, emergency, safety, medical and other services
which we are currently on [13].
The primary discussion on the articles is method used to
locate the user. The user should include a GPS (Global
Positioning System) module to determine the position
accurately [11], [14].Another main concern about the
advancing technology is privacy issues. Many research
articles were published on privacy principles, threats and data
protection of user’s
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Fig. 1. Different application domains of LBS

personal information [7] – [9], [11], [12]. Adaptive-Interval
Cloaking Algorithm is used to maintain high degree of
anonymity among different users.
Other serious issues focused are response time, improving
the accuracy of system, to reduce communication costs
between server and client. Cost reduction techniques were
imposed to decrease the number of messages form client to
server and vice-versa [8]. Researchers also focused on
challenges like limited capacity of handheld devices,
expensive operating costs, limited bandwidth, user interaction
via small screens, limited battery power, integration of
heterogeneous services and fast access to internet service
providers etc., the issue covered in this time period largely
focussed on the capacity of devices that handles location data.
III. CONTEXT AWARE LOCATION INFORMATION
SERVICES (2006 – 2010)
The massive propagation and widespread adoption of
mobile phone and location data allows the service providers
to exploit customer information and analyse the acquired user
data. During this period pinpointing user location has been
difficult due to its inherent dynamism and unpredictability of
customer’s location. Soon researchers focus on developing
new technologies to embed location information in
lightweight mobile devices and terminals. This led to the next
level of advancement in LBS (i.e.)
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Context-aware location information which, focus on location
dependent data.
Context Aware information model provides location
information dynamically based on environment and user
needs. Relying only on location information sometimes may
lead to irrelevant results. For example, consider the offers
provided by telecom companies for mobile recharge. They
were not same to all the subscribers. It varies according to
particular day, time of access, location of the subscriber, type
of subscriber etc. These kinds of features attract the customers
to continue with the same network. This technique acts as one
kind of business strategy to seek attention of users. Therefore
for effective results LBS should provide information not only
based on location but also focus on context information of the
requester [2]. Another example is location based advertising
that provides richer and more meaningful information based
on the user context [3]. The user might be happy to receive a
surprise discount offer from his/her favorite restaurant during
an evening drive.
Context aware systems emerge in the market, the
improvements made is to give more optimal solution to the
existing location based data. Such systems can respond
intelligently to their physical world changes acquired by using
current scenario and according to the information about the
computational environment and user’s needs [4].
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Context aware systems is to take smart decision about,
when, where and what service to be provided to the user?
Returned result would be more efficient, dynamic and
intelligent decision the user might make use of. The different
types of context factors are environment, time, and purpose of
use, history of user data, mobility of the user, direction, speed
of travel, and the properties of mobile phone.
Product recommendation applications were developed
during this decade that automatically integrates user’s
shopping needs with location-dependent offers [15]. An
approach is formulated by extending the context value using
ontology [16], [17]. Ontology based approach is used for
content recommendation towards context-aware e-learning.
Collaborative filtering is a popular approach to determine
user interest area by obtaining voting from similar users. The
system generates correlation, a statistical relationship
between users with similar interests. But this fails due to the
time complexity of algorithms by processing huge datasets in
real time scenario. The next improvement was made to
determine similarity among voted items instead of
concentrating the similarity among users.
Compared with Collaborative filtering, Bayesian Networks
(BN) Recommendation system provides high accuracy of
prediction. The BN model is categorized into three modules.
First module aims to obtain user information from mobile
device such as, time, day, context information, weather and
season. Second module applies Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm to determine user preference based on
restaurant dataset such as restaurant type, price, etc. The third
module infers the highest probability data by proposing a map
based recommendation system. The BN model provides high
accuracy of data and the final results embedded in a mini map,
which is flexible to view in small screen devices [18].
Limitation found in this period of LBS is, it provides the
same result for all the users in the particular context. But user
preferences differ from one person to other. The next
advancement concentrates on individual user needs and
priorities.
IV. PERSONALIZED LOCATION BASED SERVCICE
RECOMMENDATION (LBSR)
(2011 – TILL DATE)
A. Point of Interest (POI) calculation based on user data
Obtained context aware information is common to all users.
But the user expectation is not same all the time, different
users have different opinions. During this period,
context-aware systems concentrate on the requirements of
both environment and the user preferences.
Earlier
context-aware architectures tend to treat the need of
no-human intervention by static design artefacts. Much
flexible and adaptive architecture is perceived when user data
is combined [19].
Addressing the influence factors of user background details
such as cognitive abilities, personality differences and
psychological differences vary from one user to another [20].
But determining the user data is another complex task
because; there might be only few historical records of the
target user around the current location. Context aware systems
often suffer from the limited quantity of users’ check-in data.
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LBSNs feature a huge number of locations with a large
variety, but in practice users visit a very limited number of
locations, therefore the user check-in data is extremely sparse
[21]. Another interesting aspect includes identifying travel
route to commuters. The algorithms used to compute travel
information requires more computing power and time to
retrieve results on time. Due to the high latency of algorithms
and different type of user driving mode the exact result is
highly questionable. Therefore many research articles were
published to assist commuters. For example, working people
often start to office in the morning and reach the same
destination in the evening is quite common. This round-trip
travel process is optimized by providing accurate travel
information before the traveller starts his journey. O.
Mazhelis suggested a personal route assistance system that
predicts accurate travel information in advance [29].
The system is verified with a sample dataset of 20 drivers
and their car movements for several months. The data set
maintains the trajectory information of each driver and their
location information in sequence of time stamps. Now the
algorithm takes this history of user routes as input and
predicts accurate travel information. Other parameters
considered are external factors such as weather information,
traffic data and time of the day during travel. The algorithm
aims to find the similarity between the current route and the
referenced route stored in the data set. The prediction
accuracy is evaluated in three levels best, average and worst
ranks.
B. POI calculation based on Location Based Social
Networks (LBSNs)
Here the next focus is to address the data scarcity problem
on user dependent information. Due to insufficient data on
individual user mobile-history, an efficient outcome cannot
be expected. Therefore the next step of precedence made is to
collect the information from similar type of users in social
network.
Geo-Sparse Additive Generative Model considers both
user personal interests and the preference of the crowd in the
target region. This particular set of data can be obtained
through social networks, friend circle, and people with similar
interests [22], [23]. LBSN paves way to recommend new
venues and events on location detail to similar users.
Geographic SAGE Model combines user interest data along
with the influencing crowd in the locality. An additional
parameter is set to differentiate the user from native to tourist,
which results in different set of outputs. User activity profile
is considered to be the input data. The model adopts to choose
a location by matching the query with user personal interests.
The computed results provide k recommendations to users by
considering their own interests and preferences. Significant
performance accuracy is denoted in the evaluation of training
and test data sets.
C. Spatial Keyword Query Processing
To improve the results further Spatial Keyword Query
Processing (SKQP) is implemented where it takes a user
location and user-supplied keywords as arguments and
returns spatial objects related to user typed keywords [24],
[25].
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For example, consider a user looking for a hotel stay with a
swimming pool and bar attached. The keywords are applied to
retrieve the specific spatial object.
SKQP examines the distinct keywords entered by the user
and construct a tree structure to determine the weighted
average on spatial objects. The approximation algorithm finds
user relevant search results.
V. RECENT FOCUS ON DEEP LEARNING
APPROACH
Predicting the outcome of results is quite common. People
often predict results on weather patterns, political events,
sports outcomes, and more. Prediction is done using simple
intuition, expert opinions or by applying past results to
compare with traditional statistical techniques.
Deep Learning is a form of machine learning that teaches
computers to complete their task efficiently. Deep learning is
able to learn from unstructured and unlabelled data. Used as a
key technology behind automated vehicles that helps the
machine to recognize traffic signs, signals and direction
boards. It also acts as a responding device to control voice
input in devices like phones, tablets, TVs, etc. Deep learning
is getting lots of importance in various dimension for a good
reason and also it achieves results that were not possible
before.
The deep learning method Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) has been considered for predicting the outcomes of
football matches. The final result is predicted with the help of
previous recorded matches held at 63 different countries [5].
A deep learning based approach is used to classify travellers’
behaviours depends on various characteristics, such time, day,
mode of travel, previous visits, purpose of journey etc,. [6].
Based on the above categories the author classify the results
into 5 clusters: shopping activities of working and
non-working people, commuters etc., The final results are
95% in accuracy. This clearly shows that deep learning
achieves higher accuracy at different levels than ever before.
A new approach is applied by DongWang et. al. [6] to
estimate the travel time based on DeepTTE (Deep learning
framework for Travel time Estimation). The model present
the result based on three components: attribute,
spatio-temporal and multi-task learning component.
Extensive results are obtained when experimented with real
data sets. Similarly a deep learning approach can be applied to
extract the user data and analyze his/her preference to predict
their choices and interest in location based services.
Popular filtering techniques and collaborative models were
suggested to determine user preference results. Matrix
Factorisation (MF), Neural Matrix Factorization, Recurrent
Neural Network based approaches are popular Collaborative
Filtering (CF) techniques suggested to users based on an
assumption that similar users are likely to visit similar venues.
The proposed model generates a ranked list of recommended
venues based on history of feedback [26], [27]. Experimental
results are focussing on ranking user preference data more
effectively [28]. Privacy and threat of user data is another
aspect of ongoing research in all stages of development. Deep
learning mainly focuses on to provide more intelligent and
accurate result on user data.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Due to the increase in adoption of mobile devices and
location aware system, more intelligent systems are
developed and this continues to grow. Therefore in this
article, we initially reviewed the start up demands for location
data. The second period of development reviewed on the
improvements made to give positive shape and future
awareness to location services. The third cycle of the
development period shows tremendous improvement in
technologies and different sectors of user targets. We believe
that the survey on location aware systems stated in this paper
covers the most essential and fundamental content in the
evolution of LBS.
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